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1. INTRODUCTION

The SAS4A code is the fourth generation of the SAS series developed at the Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) to study the initiating phase of hypothetical core disruptive accidents
(HCDAs) in LMFBRs. It has been made available to the CEA (and others) on the basis that the
results of any validation studies and model developments as well as any debugging errors
identified in the original version be fed back to ANL.

The validation of such a complex code describing so many and complex interacting phenomena
poses very severe problems. The danger of falsely explaining some experimental result by an
inappropriate physical model is very real when the experimental data base is rather limited.
This danger can never be entirely averted but it may be minimised by using only the best
physics available at the time. It is only natural therefore that'old'codes like SAS4A should need
updating from time to time to reflect not only an improved knowledge of the physics but also
new phenomena either identified during validation studies or necessitated by new reactor
design features. Unfortunately the representation of more detailed physics frequently
complicates the numerical solution to such an extent that the latter often imposes the limit on
what physics can reasonably be represented. The continuing development of the SAS series
over a number of years reflects the gradual resolution of these very important physical and
numerical problems, and the present work on cavity modelling is just another step in the same
direction.

In fact, very early in the validation campaign it became apparent that potentially important
physical effects were not represented. For example, after clad failure there is no restriction on
the discharge rate from the cavity arising either from possible sonic choking or from the finite
size of the hole in the clad. Equally there is no representation of slip between the fission gas
and the liquid fuel that could influence the rate of discharge particularly for cases with a large
fission gas content. As regards in-pin fuel motion the code does not calculate squirting in a
central hole created either by irradiation or by manufacture (hollow pellets). Also, no account
is taken of the fact that the fission gases in the plena could act as driving forces to eject the fuel
from the pin and then to disperse it when it is in the channel. It is thought that at least some of
these short-comings in the physics may be attributable to difficulties either experienced or
anticipated in the solution of the more detailed physical equations. Even with the rather limited
physics in the code at present severe oscillations have been observed on the mass ejected from
the cavity for a case with a low fission gas content even with a time step as low as 10"6 s.

To try to stabilise the solution and to get away from non-physical time-steps, it was decided to
change the numerics and employ implicit methods to solve the equations. For the time being no
modifications have been made to the treatment of the channel : this re-write has been limited to
the treatment of the pin for which a single module has been developed to replace the existing
method of solution embodied in PINACLE, PLUTO and LEVITATE. This has proved to be
successful the above-listed deficiencies in the physics having been incorporated without
incurring any numerical problems with time-steps typically in the range 10"3 to 1СИ depending
largely on the gas volume fraction. Perhaps even more importantly it is expected to provide a
sound numerical base for future model developments.
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2. THE PROBLEM SOLVED : OUTLTNE OF METHOD OF SOLUTION

We can distinguish two types of problem : in the first the ejection is from a cavity essentially
closed at the end, there being no interaction between the cavity and the plena, but in the second
the movement is affected by the pressure in the plena. In the first case the boundary conditions
at the top and bottom of the cavity are that the axial velocity there should be zero, whereas in
the second the pressure in the fluid at the fronts must equal those in the neighbouring plenum.
The second case is more general in that it covers not only hollow pellets (due to manufacture
or irradiation) but also cases where the pellet, although nominally solid, is nevertheless to some
extent porous.

In fact the imposing of a zero velocity as boundary condition is much simpler than the
imposing of a pressure on a front. In addition in the case with the ends closed the main
movement is the ejection from the cavity once the clad is ruptured, the return from the canal
being relatively limited. However in the other case, axially-outward squirting before the
rupture may be abruptly reversed or at least seriously reduced if the clad bursts. After rupture
all the molten fuel and gases in the cavity could be expelled under the influence of the gases in
the plena. Also in this case the possibility of freezing on the fronts in the central hole and in the
upper plenum must be considered as this could arrest the flow. (It may occur in the lower
plenum also but need not be considered as it has no direct consequence.)

In both cases we distinguish between axial locations of the cavity where the clad is not failed
and the 'mixing' zone where there is a direct interaction radially between the cavity and the
channel. In fact the quantity of material transferred in each axial mesh in this region is
determined from the pressure drop considerations between the cavity and the channel taking
into account both radial inertial and frictional forces. At the present time the hole size is
specified in the data and has a fixed size in each mesh : however, it would be a simple
extension of the model to calculate the growth of such holes by ablation.

As regards slip between the free fission gases and the liquid fuel - which in general will contain
dissolved gases also - it may either be set at any constant value or determined from the
Chisholm correlation or determined from the two momentum equations for the free gases and
the fluid. For the case of low gas content the assumption of homogeneous non-slip is probably
adequate (slip ratio = 1). The use of the Chisholm correlation should probably be limited to
very slow transients as it was based on steady-state measurements. For the very rapid
transients associated with a clad rupture the two-momentum-equation approach is probably the
most easy to justify theoretically but its application is made difficult by the poor knowledge of
the size and form of the free bubbles in the liquid fuel. In fact this two-fluid approach is much
more demanding as regards numerical stability and the solution has not currently been
programmed for the cases with a pressure boundary-condition.

The method of solution used is in fact similar for the two types of boundary condition : in both
cases the conservation equations are written in a fully implicit form, and outside the mixing
zone an iteration is performed for the velocity at each mesh point in the following manner.
From the latest iterate of velocity the densities are determined from the respective mass
conservation equations for fuel, free fission gas and dissolved fission gas, and the temperature
for the fuel and gas from the energy conservation for the fuel. From these masses and
temperature the local pressure of the free fission gas is given by the law of partial pressures.
From the pressure drop across each mesh and the corresponding masses a new estimate is
made of the local velocities. These iterations are continued until adequate convergence has
been obtained. At each point in the mixing zone the iteration is on the amount of material
transferred between the cavity and the channel. For reasons of simplicity the variation of the
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velocity in this region has been taken to be linear is space. For ruptures extending over a short
axial length (a few mesh lengths) this assumption is probably good enough : for more extensive
ruptures the physics and numerics would seem to be in any case rather doubtful. To enable the
velocity and pressure boundary condition cases to be treated similarly the technique adopted
for the pressure boundary condition case was to work outwards from stagnation points in the
flow (positions of zero velocity) using the method previously developed for the velocity
boundary condition. These stagnation points are determined by linear interpolation between
velocities calculated at the previous time step. However, the expulsion of the contents of the
cavity by the plenum gases could not be treated in this way (as there is no stagnation point)
and consequently a different technique had to developed for this case.

For details on all aspects of the modelling mentioned above the reader should refer to the later
sections.

3. PHYSICAL EQUATIONS

3.1. Conservation equations

We distinguish three zones : the cavity, the mixing zone and the plena. In the cavity there
is no direct interaction with the channel : in the mixing zone the radial flow is a function of
the local pressure difference between it and the channel. The conservation laws for the two
plena are identical.

3.1.1. The cavity

Mass conservation equations are written for the liquid fuel, the dissolved fission
gas (intragranular) and the free fission gas (intergranular).

FUEL

T (Pfuca Afuca ) = " ~ (Pfuca Afuea U fuca ) + SLa,me U, 0 - Sfuca>ej (Z, t) (3.1-1)
ct cz

DISSOLVED FISSION GAS

aUrucaJ+Sfscajmc ~ S f sca • - S f B C a r l (3.1-2)
д ,

(Pis
(Л

FREE

д ,

dt

& Р,са Г.

F I S S I O N G A S

О

М Г'Са oz 11М '1С

Where Sl are source terms defined as the masses added to the cavity per unit time
per unit length of cavity.
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The significance of the various subscripts is as follows :

fuca,ej - fuel ejection from the cavity

fuca,me - fuel melting into the cavity

fsca,ej - dissolved fission gas ejected from the cavity

fsca,me - dissolved fission gas released in the cavity by the melting fuel

fsca,rl - dissolved fission gas released as free fission gas

fica,ej - free fission gas ejected from the cavity

fica,me - free fission gas released in the cavity by the melting fuel

Writing :

Afuca/AXMX = 9ruca (3.1-4)

(3.1-5)

(3.1-6)Afica/AXMX = e i l c

The above equations may be written

FUEL

д о
^ P fuca ~ \P fuca Uluea/ + ^fuca.me

at cz

(3.1-7)

DISSOLVED FISSION GAS

д , _ д
P fsca ~ '

(A OZ
isca Uftica fsca.ej ~" ^lsca.rl (3.1-8)

FREE FISSION GAS

б

di

б

dz
P fica ~ VPfica Ufuca/ + ^fica.me ^Jlca.ej +^fsca.rl (3.1-9)

where :

Pfuca ~ Pfuca • "fuca

Or =Or 0rr lsca r fsca ' lsca

P- = Pf.ca -Qfica
fica

(3.1-10)

(3.1-11)

(3.1-12)
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The source term S' are defined as the masses added to the cavity per unit time per
unit smear volume (cell cross-sectional area 'AXMX' per unit length).

The energy equation is written for the liquid fuel only, the gases being taken to
have the same temperature as the fuel. This is written as :

д_

dt
i,cabd

Q

(3.1-13)

fuca,cabd

"fuca,cabd

T
fu.cabd

Q

NRPIl

Д..

the heat transfer coefficient between the cavity wall and the flowing
molten fuel.

the internal energy of the melting fuel at the wall.

the temperature of the melting fuel at the wall.

the power density of the fission heat source in the molten fuel.

the number of pins per sub-assembly which are assumed to have
failed.

is the diameter of the cavity.

Dividing equation 3.1.13 by AXMX we obtain the energy equation for the liquid
fuel expressed in terms of smeared densities and sources.

д , , v д ,
л g J — О С 11 Ч~ S G

л Vb-'fuca fuca / л Hfuca fuca fijca fuca,me fu,cabd

dt dz

- ^ ^ • k e a - T ^ a j T r D ^ N R P I l (3.1-14)
AXMX

By rewriting the left-hand side of Eq. 3.1-14 as

VPfiica efuca / ~ Pfuca T~ efuca + eftica ^ Pfuca

dt dt at

(3.1-15)
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and by using the mass conservation Eq. 3.1.-1, one obtains

С С I , \ С
Pfuca Т~ efuca ~ I7~^Pfucaefucaufuca / efuca ~7~

ст cz съ

Sfuca,me (efu,cabd ~ efuca) + Q

) (3.1-16)

The treatment of momentum conservation depends upon the method chosen to
represent the slip between the fluid and gas phases. There are the following three
options :

(1) Homogeneous flow with/without slip (ICHIS = 0)

(2) An annular flow model (ICHIS = 1 )

(3) A bubble flow model (ICHIS = 2)

For all three cases a momentum equation is written for the combined fluid/gas
flow. In the first two cases the vapour velocity in this equation is given in terms of
the fluid velocity either as a specified ratio (ICHIS = 0) or as a ratio determined
from the Chisholm correlation /1/ (ICHIS = 1). Both these options are essentially
steady-state approaches. However, for case 3 (ICHIS = 2) the gas velocity is
determined from a dynamic equation describing the balance of forces between the
fluid and the gas. (These models are described in more detail in below.)

The momentum conservation equation for the flow of the combined fluid/gas

mixture is written :

с i-
— lPA-Ufuca+Pfica-Allca-Ufica

= - ^ ( p A - U f u c a + Plica A k a -
oz

U fuca U,-,
tuca

/2Dc a - u n j u i ; j . p i k a F l k a /2D c a

(3.1-17)

where

pA = p f u c a . A f u c a + p f s c a . A f s c a (3.1-18)
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Dividing Eq. 3.1-18 by AXMX and using the definitions of generalised smear
densities and mass sources we obtain :

dr
— uftica Pfoca + ufica -Pfica
ex L

d_

dp

- — [UfucaPftica+uL-Pfica

5pc a /-• , \
ca ~TT ~ 8 ^Pfuca + Pfica /oz

t

~ ufiica ufuca -Pfuca • Ffuca / 2 D c a ~ Ufica|ufica|-Pfica
 Ffica ' 2 D c a

- (Sfuca,cj + S
fuca,cj + Sfsca,ej)

where : pfuca = pA / AXMX (3.1 -20)

To calculate the vapour velocity we have the following three options :

ICHTS = 0 (homogeneous flow with/without slip)

Uf.ca/ufuca= G A M ( d a t a i n P U 0

ICHIS = 1 (correlation due to Chisholm /1/, annular flow regime)

1/2

.Pfica

where : p is the average density of the molten fuel containing dissolved
gas (seeEq. 3.1-25)

X is the quality of the free fission gas.

ICHIS = 2 (separated flow, bubble flow regime)

The momentum equation for the gas flow alone expresses the balance between the
forces on the family of bubbles per unit axial length of the channel. We assume that
there are 'n' cylindrical, identical bubbles with a radius V and a length '£' per unit
length of channel. Hence A]lca is given by :

Afica = n.7:r^ (3.1-21)
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We shall write the differential velocity between the free fission gas and that of the
fuel (containing dissolved gas) as :

Urel=Ufica-Ufuca (3.1-22)

The various forces acting on the bubble per unit axial length of channel are listed
below.

Inertia:

—
<7t— (Pfica • Af,ca • Uf,ca ~(pfica • Af,ca • U L (3.1-23)

Effective inertia 121:

-\д д
А Пса С ш Р 1 — • Urel + Ullca - ~ • Urel

la dz

(3.1-24)

where p is the average density of the fluid and is given by

= P A / ( A fuca + A f i c a ) = ( P ' f u c a + P ; . l c a ) / ( e f t l c a + e f l c a ) (3.1-25)

Expression 3.1-24 gives the pressure loss due to accelerating the fluid (liquid
fuel/dissolved fission gas mixture) in the vicinity of the accelerating bubble. In
reality the factor Cmis a function of '1/r' but it will be taken to be constant (data
input) for the time being. For the case of an undeformable sphere a suitable value
of Cm is 0.5.

Friction and (Iran /2/

F,fica
•P-Afica-Urel rel C f .р.П.7С.г2.ик, ' rc l (3.1-26)

The first term is the friction on the bubble arising from viscous shearing in the fluid
adjacent to the bubble, and the second term the drag force (per unit length of
cavity) arising from the detachment of the boundary layer from the bubble profile.
This term is expressed in the usual form as a function of the cross-sectional area of
the moving object. Alternatively it may be written :

- A
Cf.p.-

fica

t
• u r e l . Jrel (3.1-27)

The coefficient 'Cf' is, in fact, a strong function of bubble profile and size. In fact
neither of these parameters are calculated at present in the code, it being assumed
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that the bubbles are identical, rigid spheres of constant radius (data input). The
method of calculating this coefficient is discussed in some detail in Appendix 1.

Externally applied pressure

(3.1-28)
dz

Gravity

g-Pfic-Afica (3.1-29).

Equating these various terms and dividing by 'AXMX1, we obtain the following
force balance on the family of bubbles :

— (Pfica -Ufica ) + —(Plica - U L ) + g-Pfica +
dt oz

(3.1-30)

From Appendix 1 it will be seen that Cf is never less than 0.44 even for large
bubbles provided they are spherical. Since a typical value for Fficais 0.01 and 1/r for
a square bubble is equal to 2 we can see form Eq. 3.1-30 that the drag force is
never less than 20 times the force due to viscous shearing. For the case of small
bubbles the slip ratio, which is initially equal to 2 for the case of small gas volume
fractions (Eqs 3.1-17 and 3.1-30 with Cm=0.5), would reduce to close to unity
within a few milliseconds. For the case of large bubbles (see Appendix) the viscous
friction and drag terms become relatively small, and in this case the slip ratio would
increase in time before reaching an equilibrium level.

In summary, if the user is satisfied that the bubbles are small it is recommended
that he uses the 'ICHIS = 0' option with GAM = 1 unless he is particularly
concerned about the first few milliseconds of ejection. If, however, the bubbles
could be large it is recommended that he performs in addition a limit calculation
with Cf= 0.0.

3.1.2. The Mixing Zone

The equations of mass and energy for the fuel are the same equations as for the
cavity. However, there is no separate solution at the moment for the dissolved and
free fission gas, it being assumed that the local fractional mass of these quantities
ejected is the same as that of the fuel (homogeneous mixture with no slip in the
mixing zone). Also there is no solution of the axial momentum equation in this
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region, the axial velocities being obtained by interpolation between the velocities at
the upper and lower extremes of the clad rupture.

3.1.3. The Plena

In the two plena we write separate mass conservation equations for the fuel, the
dissolved and free fission gas. There is no spatial representation, however, the fuel
and gas temperatures being uniform (but different). The temperature of the fuel is
determined on the basis that there is an instantaneous and perfect mixing between
the fuel arriving and that already in the plenum. The same assumption is made with
regard to the fission gases there being no representation of possible segregation
between them and the fuel. The calculation of the temperature of the gas in the
central hole and the plenum (the plenum gas) at the start of melting is made in a
separate energy calculation, allowance being made for the convective heat transfer
between the gas and the free surface of the fuel in the plenum and the walls of the
plenum.

The three mass conservation equations in both plena are written :

^ ( p f t i c a f u c a ) p f u c a f u c a (3.1-31)
at

(pfScaat
(p'fSca^fuca)= PPfsca-PUfuca -Sfsca rl^fuca ( 3 1 " 3 2 )

PoV PUr +S fr ГЗ 1-33"»
H P f i c a F U f i c a ^^fsca.rl^fiica ( - J 1 J J ^

Ot

where : S'fsca rl - rate of formation of free f.g. from dissolved f.g (mass per unit

time per unit cell volume).

" ' e n 8 t n of plenum occupied by fuel including dissolved f.g.

The superscript 'p' indicates values at the entrance to the plenum.

The latter two equations are used to calculate the form (intra/inter) of the fission
gas that may eventually be re-injected into the central hole and the channel.

The energy equation for the fuel is written :

д ( , \
— lPfuca-efuca^fucaJ= PP'fuca-Pefuca-PUfuca (3.1-34)
at

It has been assumed that the heat loss to the walls and to the plenum gas is small
compared with the amount of heat transmitted by way of the central hole from the
cavity.
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The energy equation for the plenum gas is written :

where subscript 'g' indicates quantities relating to the plenum gas :

h f g effective convective/radiative heat transfer coefficient between 'fuel'
and the plenum gas.

h w g effective heat transfer coefficient between the plenum gas and
plenum walls.

Afl, effective area of contact between fuel surface and the plenum gas.

A .̂g effective area of contact between the plenum walls and the plenum
gas.

I length of plenum occupied by the plenum gas.

In fact A f gand A ^ m a y be written :

A f g = 7 i R 2 ( R p - r a d i u s of the plenum) (3.1-36)

(3.1-37)

3.2. Orifice Equation

The pressure drop between the cavity and the channel is written :

SPca.ch=Pfuca"Li e 0 + FHOLE) (3.2-1)

where : FHOLE - frictional loss coefficient in the breach.
uhoie " velocity through the breach.

It is assumed that in the cavity there is no transfer of the axial momentum into a radial
component as it leaves the cavity : the first term is in fact the pressure spent in accelerating
the fluid radially from rest to the velocity in the breach. The velocity u j l o l e is determined
from the rate of mass ejection (S' fuca e ) , the density and the area of the breach 'А,ю1е' given

by:

A h o l e = THOLE*local cross-sectional area of the cavity (3.2-2)

For the moment the size of the breach in the clad (expressed as a fraction of the cavity
area), THOLE, is data input. Later, the development in time of this breach will be
calculated taking into account the ablation of the hole by the outflowing liquid fuel.
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3.3. Freezing Model

Freezing is allowed in both the central hole and in the upper plenum. There is no
representation of freezing in the lower plenum as it would have no envisageable
consequence on the types of accident to be studied with SAS. In fact there are two distinct
types of freezing : one results in the formation of crust on the solid structures and the
other results in a bulk freezing. Bulk freezing may occur behing the leading edge
particularly if material (steel) is being entrained, but it generally occurs at the leading edge
where the temperature difference is large (before the crust forms). In fact fuel crusts grow
very slowly even on cold highly conducting structures since the growing crust imposes a
very effective thermal barrier between the fuel and the cold surface. The time necessary for
a crust to grow sufficiently to close-off the plenum would therefore be very long. In the
central hole one would expect the closure by crust growth to be also slow due to the fact
that the structure (fuel) is both hot and poorly conducting.

In SAS the only freezing model that will be represented is bulk freezing of the fuel flow on
its leading edge in both the central hole and the upper plenum. It is throught that this will
be adequate for the vast majority of cases of interest but if a doubt persists for a particular
application a separate calculation should be performed establish the time of closure of the
central hole. This calculation could be performed to with BUCOGEL /3/, due allowance
being made for the convective flux between the flowing fuel and the crust and the contact
resistance between the crust and the structure (solid fuel), both of which tend to retard the
crust growth event further.

Analysis of out-of-pile tests performed at STT-Grenoble /4/, AEE Winfrith /5/ and in
FARO at Ispra using reactor-type materials have indicated that the heat transfer between
the fuel and the structure may be written simply as :

hfront=aUfront O- 3 " 1 )

where : hfront - heat transfer between the fuel and the steel wall at the front

a - constant determined experimentally,
ufront" velocity at the front.

Clearly this relationship does not hold for the case of a zero velocity for we know that in
this case the thermal resistance remains finite.

A typical value for 'a' for fuel flowing on steel is 2500. For the Winfrith tests there was
some indication that there was some minimum value corresponding to a velocity of
0.8 m/s. The recommended values for the upper plenum are therefore :

4 ^ = MAX (2500*ufront, 2000) (3.3-2)

Unfortunately no studies have been performed to investigate the freezing of flowing liquid
fuel on solid fuel. However, a theoretical relationship has been proposed to take into
account the effect of the value of thermal conductivity of the structure /6/. The
relationship suggested is the following :
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- ^ - ^ (3.3-3)

where : k, - thermal conductivity of the fluid.

k2- thermal conductivity of the structure.

Taking : к = 2.5 for the liquid fuel

к = 30.0 for a steel structure at 1000 С

к = 3.0 for a solid fuel structure at 2000 С

we find that the value of'a' for a solid fuel structure is given by :

a » 1500 (3.3-4)

Since there is no better information available at the present time for the minimum value of
heat transfer, a value of 1200 is recommended (value for 0.8 m/s) for freezing studies
relating to the central hole.

3.4. Speed of Sound in a Two-Component Mixture

The propagation of pressure waves in a medium is limited by the speed of sound, and this
has two important consequences. Firstly, if the finite transmission time is comparable with
the time scale of the phenomena being investigated it is clearly important to take this into
account for physical reasons. Furthermore, if the fully compressible fluid equations are
being solved pressure waves will inevitably propagate through the fluid at the speed of
sound. This could result in instabilities in the numerical solution if these waves were to
cross several meshes in a time step. Secondly, this speed of sound imposes an upper limit
on the actual bulk velocity of the flow as pressure perturbations originating downstream
cannot be transmitted upstream if the flow has become sonic. Under these circumstances
any reduction in reservoir pressure has no effect on the flow velocity and the flow is said
to be 'choked'. (Any increase in upstream pressure would, however, increase the local
speed of sound and result in an increase of the flow velocity). We therefore need a
knowledge of this sound speed both to determine and appropriate time step for the
numerical solution and also for the upper limit on the flow velocity.

We shall consider a case of fuel containing both intergranular (free) and intragranular
(dissolved) gas. We start from the classical relationship for the speed of sound 'uson' in a
compressible medium given by :

uson2= p ^ l (3.4-1)

This partical derivative is to be evaluated at constant entropy.
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Writing p = v1, we may write Eq. 3.4-1 as :

^ (3.4-2)

where : v = v fuca.x fuca + v f lca.x f ica +vfsca.Xfsca (3-4"3)

and : % - m^ss fractions of the fuel of the free and dissolved gases.

v - specific volumes of the fuel and the free and dissolved gases.

If we now make the assumption that there is no mass or heat transfer between the different
components we can differentiate Eq. 3.4-3 and insert the result into Eq. 3.4-2 to obtain :

V 2

u s o n 2 = - - (3.4-4)

-ЛГиса 'Л Пса 'Afsca

dp dp up

We now describe the isentropic expansion of the two gases by the following equations :

P = k,.pL.=ki-VfiL (3-4-5)

(3.4-6)

where p, pb are the pressures in the inter - and intragranular bubbles respectively.

Differentiating Eqs. 3.4-5, 3.4-6 we get :

-M-vF,T = - — (3-4-7)
^ f i c a Vf,ca

Ф -^.y.vi-^-I^b) (3.4-8)
^ f s c a V lsca

Substituting into Eq. 3.4-4 and taking the liquid to be incompressible we obtain :

V 2

uson2 = (3.4-9)
/> fiea • fica , A-fsca • fsca

YP
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Now since :

XfiL-a

^ e f i c a . P i 1 c a

p

_ "fsca • Pfsca

P

(3.4-10)

(3.4-11)

We have :

uson2=
V Y.

е +е
Df ica + Ofsca

(3.4-12)

3.5. Pressure calculation

We shall write the pressure as the sum of the partial pressures of the free fission gas and
the fuel vapour. The free fission gas pressure is calculated from the ideal gas law no
allowance being made for fuel compressibility. Hence we have the following equation for
the pressure :

P = Pll+Pfv С3-5"1)

where : pfl - partial pressure of the free fission gas.

p i v - partial pressure of the fuel vapour.

From this equation we see that the pressure is always greater than the fuel vapour
pressure. The only effect of the fuel vapour is therefore to exert a pressure without
occupying any volume. The fractional volumes of the cell cross-sectional area 'AXMX'
occupied by the other components are as follows :

e f l =p f i .R.T/(p- P i V )

e f s = pft.R.T./(p + pb)

(3.5-2)

(3.5-3)

(3.5-4)

Hence we have the following quadratic equation for calculating the pressure 'p' :

(3.5-5)

Writing :

2 7 5 -
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we have the following equation for 'p' :

- ^ — + - P ^ = p (3.5-7)
P-Pfv P + Pb

This can be written as :

ap2 + 2bp + с = 0 (3.5-8)

where :

a = p (3.5-9)

b = O . 5 { p ( p b - P i V ) - p ' f l - p f e } (3.5-10)

•Pfi-Pb (3-5-П)

The pressure is derived from this equation taking the positive root.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The new cavity model described in this paper has been developed first as a 'stand-alone' code :
it has been thoroughly tested numerically and found to be quick-running and stable. However,
in this paper only the physics have been presented. A second paper giving the numerical
schemes used and their implementation in the SAS4A code will be issued shortly. A third paper
on the validation will appear later but some modification to the channel may be necessary
before any detailed validation is possible.
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APPENDIX

PRESENTATION OF DRAG ON GAS BUBBLES

The drag on a rigid, isolated bubble depends on the bubble Reynolds' No. given by

_ 2.u, .r
A-l

Measurement made on solid spheres have indicated the values for C'f given in row 2 in the
Table below 111:

Re

c
f

0.1

245

240

1.0

28

24

10

4.4

4.6

100

1.10

1.17

1000

0.46

0.44

10000

0.42

0.44

(Exp.)

(SAS)

The experimental values have been correlated by the following relationships :

C'f =24/Re , for Re < Re! A-2

C'f = 18.5 Re-o-б , for Re, < Re < Re2 A-3

C"f=0.44 , forRe>Re 2 A-4

where : Re! =1.917

Re2= 508.4

These values are evaluated precisely in the code to avoid discontinuities at Re, and Re2.

The values of С evaluated using this correlation are shown in row 3 in the above Table . It
will be seen that the error arising from the use of the correlation is acceptable over the range of
the experimental data at least. The likely range of Re of interest can be determined from typical
flow parameters. For example, for the case of a bubble with a diameter of 1 micron and a
relative velocity of 0.1 m/s we can calculate from Eq. A-l that the value of Re is 0.2 (fuel
density = 8000, viscosity = 0.004) and a very large bubble with a diameter of 100 micron and a
relative velocity of 10 m/s has Re = 2000. We can therefore conclude that the correlation is
adequate over the likely range of interest. The user must supply the value of bubble radius (r).

The above correlation applies only to an isolated bubble. The presence of other bubbles can
affect the drag through their effect on the viscosity of the continuous medium (the fluid). It has
been observed experimentally 121 that :

ureloc 1/(1-a)" A-5

where : a is the volumetric fraction of the bubbles,
n is an exponent determined from experiment.

- 2 7 7 -
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Further evidence for this relationship was provided by Roscoe who proposed the following
expression for the mixture viscosity in terms of that of the liquid alone.

ц т = щ/(1-а)2-5 А-6

This equation is equivalent for small volumetric fractions to an equation proposed by Einstein.
For ReL < Re < Re2 this expression suggests that C'f should be divided by (1-a)1-5. This same
factor will also be applied outside this range of Re to avoid discontinuities at Rex and Re2.

It is some consolation that for small value of gas concentration this correction for void fraction
has not a very important effect on C'f. It can be seen also in Section 3.1.1 that for small
bubbles the drag forces are normally sufficiently large even without this void fraction term to
preclude any significant slippage between the phases except during the first few milliseconds
after rupture.

It must be noted, however, that no allowance has been made in the above discussion for the
fact that a bubble could be dragged along in the wake of its neighbour. This would lead to the
dragged bubble moving the faster and coalescing with the bubble in front leading to the chaotic
flow known as churn-turbulent. This phenomena imposes an upper limit of about 40 %
volumetric gas fraction on the applicability of the above formulation.

The assumption that the bubble is spherical is probably more serious for the effect of
elongating the bubble is to reduces strongly the drag. In fact for a well-profiled shape the
breakaway of the boundary layer can be effectively suppressed and the drag becomes
negligible. To try to assess whether the bubble will be deformed we can compare the drag
force with the force trying to hold the bubble together (surface tension, a).

C f - K 2 u ? e l = r a b — A"7

rb

For any specific value of bubble radius V we have a critical relative velocity given by :

A " 8

If a SAS calculation gives a relative velocity much less than this, then we can conclude that the
result is coherent with the assumptions. If, however, the SAS result indicates a relative velocity
comparable or even greater than this critical velocity it would seem prudent to perform another
SAS calculation with the value of С set to zero. If these two extreme values give rise to
important differences in the SAS results it may be necessary to perform a parametric survey on
this parameter and on the bubble size. To enable variations of С to be made in the data input a
scaling factor on C, CFORM, has been introduced.

- 2 7 8 -
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The final equations for the estimation of Cfare the following :

C f=CFORM.(24/Re)/(l.-a)15 , forRe<Re1 Al-14

Cf=CFORM. (18.5/ReO6)/(l.-a)L5 , for Rej < Re < Re2 Al-15

Cf=CFORM. (0.44)/(l.-a)1-5 , forRe>Re2 Al-16

—279-
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